Invitation to a seminar on genetic diversity the 10th of March 2019 in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Workshop by Coen Huisman and Linda van Andel, where we will work with and discuss
matters about the use of the tool of mean kinship in regard to the practical breeding planning.
Several statements and breeding combinations will be assigned to and discussed in groups, to get
a better grip on and feel for the theory of genetic diversity, and how we can put it into practice
Coen Huisman and Linda van Andel will do the introductions of the assignments to the groups and
lead the plenary discussions in English.
Coen Huisman and Linda van Andel have been fond of the Icelandic Sheepdog from the moment
they first came in contact with this breed. After a long time of waiting, Elska came home in the
summer of 2013. Soon they got their second dog Ylfa in the summer of 2015. The third Icelandic
Sheepdog came in November of 2016. In 2016 they started to breed and had their first litter with
Elska. Together they have been engaged in the work with genetic diversity and have established
their own database with mean kinship calculations concerning the Icelandic sheepdog breed. Over
the past two years they have conducted more international workshops on the subject.

Place and time:
Place: DKK (The Danish Kennel Club), Parkvej 1, 2680 Solrød Strand.
Time: 10-16.

Price and signing up for the 10th:
Price kr. 200,- . Sign up here: https://www.islandshunden.dk/side.asp?ID=51129
Registration deadline 30th of January 19.

Board and further information:
If you want accommodation, we can inform you, that more Danish participants will be staying at:
DANhostel, Ishoej Strandvej 13, 2635 Ishoej.
For your reservation of board, please write to them on email: Ishoj@danhostel.dk.
If you have any questions concerning the weekend you are welcome to contact the Danish
breeding committee on email: avlsudvalg@islandshunden.dk .

